
Your Alarm Now Launches Keyfob/Keychain Home Security Remote as a Part of their High Technology 

Home Security Systems 

Your Alarm Now introduces another breakthrough in home security systems. The company releases 

Keyfob/Keychain Home Security Remote as a new technology that will help clients guard their 

properties efficiently. Upgrades in security system are important to battle burglars who use high 

technology in doing crimes. 

Your Alarm Now divulges a new home security systems product in the market. The company calls it the 

Keyfob/Keychain Home Security Remote. Technology is fast arising nowadays, that is why specialists 

continue to look for ways to improve and upgrade security systems that are introduced to the market. 

These safety systems protect those who necessitate security from burglars who try to interrupt safety 

and security. Alarm systems are made to shield businesses, families and homes. Security systems from 

Your Alarm Now possess essential tools that detect and disrupt burglar activities made by unwelcome 

house guests. 

The Keyfob/Keychain Home Security Systems Remote Control is a handy piece of device. The remote 

control consists of four buttons which are colored red, green, blue and white. The four buttons have 

their own distinct functions to protect homes from burglars or any emergencies. The red button serves 

as the off button of the alarm systems. The button turns off the alarm system when it is pressed and 

held for 1-2 seconds. It also has a stay button and away button which are colored blue and green. A 

white button has been made to be customized to meet clients’ needs, just like in cases of medical 

emergencies and the like. 

“I personally think that upgrades must be done frequently to our home security systems, and we from 

Your Alarm Now are very much thankful to the bright minds who have built these high technology 

gadgets that absolutely meet each clients needs,” said Mr. Shakuri, the proprietor of Your Alarm Now. 

According to Lea Brad, from Canada, “Together with the rise of high technologies, gadgets that are made 

for stealing and burglar attempts are also made. That is why gadgets like the new Keyfob/Keychain 

Home Security Remote Control is a great help in stopping those who would attempt to cross personal 

property.” 

Your Alarm now is an ADT authorized dealer who has been of service to protect families in CANADA and 

USA. 

 

To learn more about Your Alarm Now and their services, visit them at 

http://www.youralarmnow.com/ or call 1-800-599-8452. 

 

 

 


